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OBJECTIONS OF THE RENEWABLES SUPPLIERS REGARDING 
THE ILLINOIS POWER AGENCY’S 2014 PROCUREMENT PLAN 

 Pursuant to Section 16-111.5(d)(3) of the Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/16-

111.5(d)(3), the companies listed below, collectively referred to as the Renewables Suppliers, 

submit these Objections regarding the Illinois Power Agency’s (“IPA”) proposed 2014 

Electricity Procurement Plan (“IPA Plan”).  The Renewables Suppliers are comprised of the 

following companies:  

▪ Algonquin Power Co. and its subsidiary project company GSG 6, LLC; 
 

▪ EDP Renewables North America LLC and its subsidiary project companies Blackstone 
Wind Farm, LLC, Meadow Lake Wind Farm, LLC, Meadow Lake Wind Farm II LLC, 
Meadow Lake Wind Farm III LLC and Meadow Lake Wind Farm IV LLC; 
 

▪ Invenergy LLC and its affiliated project companies Grand Ridge Energy IV LLC and 
Invenergy Illinois Solar I LLC; and 
 

▪ NextEra Energy Resources, LLC and its subsidiary project company FPL Energy Illinois 
Wind, LLC. 

I. SUMMARY OF RENEWABLES SUPPLIERS’ OBJECTIONS 

 The Renewables Suppliers’ principal concerns relate to the manner in which curtailments 

of purchases under their long-term power purchase agreements (“LTPPAs”) with the electric 

utilities for bundled renewable energy resources are implemented.  The implementation of these 

curtailments in the current procurement year has resulted in a shortfall of revenues for the 

Renewables Suppliers compared to the revenues provided for under the LTPPAs. Objection A 

and alternative Objection B, summarized below, are intended to address this situation and result 

in the Renewables Suppliers receiving full revenues under the LTPPAs, while complying with 

the statutory Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) rate impact limit provisions and maintaining 

consistency with the way in which the IPA determinates if the rate impact limits are complied 

with and whether any curtailment of renewable energy credit (“REC”) purchases under the 

LTPPAs is needed. 
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 A. If it is determined that the Renewable Resources Budget (“RRB”) will be 

exceeded for one or both of the electric utilities for the 2014-2015 procurement year, the IPA 

Plan should be revised to provide, and the Commission should order, that only the REC purchase 

portion of the LTPPAs, and not the energy component, should be curtailed.  Correspondingly, 

the Commission should order that the electric utilities should settle the energy associated with 

curtailed RECs by paying the LTPPA counterparties an amount equal to the applicable energy 

price from the IPA’s 2010 forward energy price curve less the applicable day-ahead hourly 

Locational Marginal Prices (“LMP”).  (§III.A below.) 

 B. As a second-best alternative to the proposal summarized in item A, the IPA Plan 

should be revised to specify that the utilities and the IPA will purchase curtailed RECs at a price 

equal to the Contract Price under the LTPPA less the day-ahead hourly LMPs.  (§III.B below.) 

 C. The utilities’ load forecasts adopted by the IPA Plan do not adequately take into 

account the significant risk of re-migration of eligible retail customers1 (“ERC”) from 

Alternative Retail Electric Suppliers (“ARES”) to the utilities.  The 2014-2015 load forecasts 

adopted for development of the IPA Plan should be increased in consideration of this risk, to 

values that are the midpoint values between each utility’s “high” and “low” load forecast.  

(§III.C below.) 

 D. With respect to the utilities’ Spring 2014 load forecast updates, the Commission 

should direct that (i) the Spring 2014 load forecast updates will be filed with the Commission in 

this docket, (ii) a brief (7 to 14 days) period will be provided for interested parties to file 

comments on the updated load forecasts, and (iii) the Commission will issue a supplemental 

order in this docket adopting the utilities’ load forecast updates, adopting the load forecast 

updates with adjustments, or rejecting the updated load forecasts and adopting the base load 

                                                 
1 “Eligible retail customers,” as defined in §16-111.5(a) of the PUA (220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(a)), are those 
retail customers that purchase power and energy from the electric utility under fixed price bundled service 
tariffs and whose service has not been declared “competitive.” 
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forecast adopted in the Commission’s December 2013 order in this docket as the load forecasts 

to be used for purposes of the 2014 Procurement Plan and the 2014-2015 procurement year. 

II. INTEREST OF THE RENEWABLE SUPPLIERS 

 The Renewables Suppliers are engaged in the business of developing and operating 

facilities for the generation of electricity from renewable resources, and through their project 

companies have operating wind and solar electricity generating facilities located in Illinois and 

the adjoining state of Indiana.  Each of the Renewables Suppliers’ project companies holds a 

LTPPA with Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) or Ameren Illinois (“Ameren”) for the supply 

of electricity from renewable resources bundled with the associated RECs.  The LTPPAs were 

entered into as a result of the IPA’s December 2010 long-term bundled renewable resources 

procurement events for ComEd and Ameren pursuant to the IPA Procurement Plan approved by 

the Commission in Docket 09-0373.   

 The Renewables Suppliers began deliveries of RECs under the LTPPAs in the 2012-2013 

procurement year.  However, for the current (2013-2014) procurement year, a portion of the 

contracted delivery amounts under the Renewables Suppliers’ LTPPAs with ComEd is being 

curtailed due to operation of the rate impact limit provisions of the Illinois RPS in §1-75(c)(2) of 

the IPA Act, 20 ILCS 3855/1-75(c)(2).  As directed by the Commission in its order in Docket 

12-0544 for the current procurement year, a portion of the curtailed RECs under each LTPPA is 

being purchased by ComEd using Alternative Compliance Payment (“ACP”) funds accumulated 

by ComEd with respect to its customers taking service on its hourly pricing tariff (“hourly ACP 

funds”).  Additionally, the IPA has exercised its authority under §1-56 of the IPA Act, 20 ILCS 

3855/1-56, to contract with the Renewables Suppliers to purchase the balance of their curtailed 

RECs for the current procurement year, using monies from the IPA Renewable Energy 
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Resources Fund (“RERF”).2  However, even though the IPA and ComEd are purchasing the 

Renewables Suppliers’ curtailed RECs, the implementation of the curtailment for the current 

procurement year has left the Renewables Suppliers receiving less than the full revenues 

provided for in their LTPPAs for electricity generated from renewable resources and the 

associated RECs.   

 Specifically, although (as described in greater detail in §III.A below) the need for and 

extent of the current year curtailment was calculated based solely on an imputed REC price 

derived from a confidential forward energy price curve developed by the IPA in 2010, both 

purchases of RECs and the associated energy under the LTPPAs have been curtailed for the 

current procurement year.3  Further, the energy price in the 2010 forward energy price curve that 

is used to calculate the imputed REC price is greater than the current market price of energy.  

Therefore, although ComEd and the IPA are purchasing the curtailed RECs at the calculated 

imputed REC prices, the Renewables Suppliers are experiencing shortfalls in revenues in the 

amount of the difference between the energy price from the confidential 2010 forward energy 

price curve and the actual market price of energy.  Thus, the means by which the curtailments of 

the LTPPAs have been implemented have resulted in adverse financial impacts to the Renewable 

Suppliers. 

 The IPA Plan projects, based on the electric utilities’ July 2013 load forecasts, that 

curtailments of REC purchases under both the ComEd and Ameren LTPPAs will be necessary in 

                                                 
2 The IPA Plan recommends that, for the 2014-2015 procurement year, the electric utilities continue to 
use hourly ACP funds to buy curtailed RECs that otherwise would have been supplied to them under the 
LTPPAs.  The IPA Plan also states that the IPA intends to continue to use RERF monies to purchase 
curtailed RECs during the 2014-2015 procurement year.  IPA Plan at 12, 14, 105.  The Renewables 
Suppliers support both of these proposals. 
3 As explained in §III.A below, the IPA’s 2010 forward energy price curve and the resulting calculated 
imputed REC prices are not a part of the LTPPAs; the Renewables Suppliers had no input into the 
development of these values and the values were not known to them at the time of bidding or contracting 
for the LTPPAs.  Information on the energy price values in the IPA’s 2010 forward energy price curve 
was not available until December 2012 when the Commission directed the IPA to release the values, on 
an annual average basis, for the first five years of the term of the LTPPAs. 
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the 2014-2015 procurement year.  In order to avoid the financial impacts they have experienced 

due to the manner in which the curtailments have been implemented for the current procurement 

year, the Renewables Suppliers are proposing modifications to the manner in which the 

curtailments are implemented.4 

III. OBJECTIONS 

A. If it is Determined that the Renewable Resources Budget Will Be Exceeded 
for ComEd or Ameren for the 2014-2015 Procurement Year, the IPA Plan 
Should Provide, and the Commission Should Order, that Only the REC 
Purchase Portion of the LTPPAs Should Be Curtailed 

 
 In evaluating the bids for the LTPPAs in the December 2010 bundled renewable energy 

resources procurement, the IPA (through its Procurement Administrator), in consultation with 

the Commission Staff and the Procurement Monitor, developed and used a confidential 2010 

forward energy price curve for the future period to be covered by the LTPPAs.  This 2010 

forward energy price curve contained a projected energy price for each year in the term of the 

LTPPAs.  The IPA (and the Commission) used the 2010 forward energy price curve to calculate 

the imputed REC prices in the bidders’ proposals for the LTPPAs.  The bid price for bundled 

renewable energy resources less the projected energy price from the forward energy price curve 

equaled the imputed REC price in a LTPPA bid proposal.5  The imputed REC prices were then 

compared to the statutory rate impact limits and to “benchmark” REC prices to determine if the 

REC purchases under the proposed LTPPAs as bid would be “cost effective” as required by §1-

                                                 
4 The Renewables Suppliers’ proposals presented in these Objections were submitted, in substantially 
similar form, to the IPA in the Renewables Suppliers’ comments on the IPA’s draft procurement plan 
pursuant to 20 ILCS 5/16-111.5(d)(2); however, in its Plan filed with the Commission, the IPA did not 
recommend adoption of these proposals.  The IPA’s Petition in this docket states that while the IPA did 
not include all the suggestions in its final Plan, “the IPA does not want [to] foreclose development of 
some issues for consideration in this or future Procurement Plans.  As such, the IPA welcomes additional 
discussion of issues that were not fully developed in the comments to date through the Commission 
proceeding.”  IPA Petition at 6.  
5 The derivation of the imputed REC prices is described in the IPA Plan at page 105: “As approved by the 
Commission in Docket No. 09-0373, the imputed REC price under the bundled renewables contracts is 
equal to the difference between the Contract Price and the forward price curve for each respective load 
zone for a particular year, as developed by the Procurement Administrator in 2010.” 
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75(c)(1) of the IPA Act (20 ILCS 3855/1-75(c)(1)). 

 The IPA also uses the imputed REC prices (determined as described in the preceding 

paragraph) to determine if the RRB, and thus the statutory RPS rate impact limits, will be 

exceeded for each procurement year.  In fact, the IPA uses only the imputed REC prices, and not 

the energy component of the LTPPAs, to determine if the RRB will be exceeded.  The RRB is 

the statutory rate impact limit per kwh (0.18917 cents/kwh for ComEd and 0.18054 cents/kwh 

for Ameren6) times the kWh load of the ERCs to be served by the electric utility for the year.  

The RRB amount for the electric utility is compared to the sum of the product of the imputed 

REC price under each of the LTPPAs for the year times the contract quantity under the LTPPA.  

If the RRB for an electric utility is less than the total calculated cost of the contracted RECs 

(again, calculated using the imputed REC price described in the preceding paragraph), a 

curtailment of REC purchases under the LTPPAs is necessary in order to reduce the dollar 

amount of the REC purchases for the year to no greater than the RRB.7  Neither the full bundled 

prices of renewable energy resources under the LTPPAs, nor the energy component of the 

LTPPAs, are considered in this calculation.   This procedure for determining if the RRB would 

be exceeded in each year was specified in Appendix K to the IPA’s 2010 Procurement Plan that 

the Commission approved in Docket 90-0373: 

To quantify the annual cost of the RECs for the purpose of the RPS, the 
Procurement Administrator, in consultation with the IPA, the ICC Staff, and the 
Procurement Monitor shall develop a confidential 20 year forward price curve for 
energy at the load zone, including the estimated magnitude and timing of the price 
effects related to federal carbon controls.  Each forward curve shall contain a 
specific value of the forecasted market price of electricity for each annual delivery 
year of the contract.  In every delivery year, the imputed REC component of 
expenditures under the bundled renewable contracts will be determined as the 
difference between the expected annual contract expenditures for that year (based 
on the winning target Contract Quantities and Contract Prices) and the total target 
Contract Quantities times the forward price curve for each respective load zone 

                                                 
6 IPA Plan at 18. 
7 These calculations are shown at pages 103-104 of the IPA Plan (Tables 8-3 and 8-4) for the 2014-2015 
Procurement Year. 
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for that year.  For purposes of determining the maximum expenditure allowed 
under the RPS bill-impact cap, the forward price curve values will be fixed over 
the life of the contracts and cannot be subsequently changed or updated, except as 
follows:[8] . . . . (2010 Procurement Plan, Appendix K at 2-3.) 

 
Under the above-described procedure, the energy component of the LTPPAs was not and is not 

assigned any unique or otherwise distinctive attributes as “renewable energy;” rather, the energy 

component has been assigned a pricing attribute equivalent to the “forecasted market price of 

electricity for each annual delivery year of the contract.”  All the pricing impact attributable to 

the renewable aspects of the bundled product is attributed to the RECs, not to the energy to be 

generated pursuant to the LTPPA.   

 The Renewables Suppliers have previously expressed concerns to the IPA about the 

above-described procedure.9  Nevertheless, the Renewables Suppliers are here proposing an 

approach to the determination and implementation of REC purchase curtailments to meet the 

RPS rate impact limits, and the settlement of the energy associated with the curtailed RECs, that 

is consistent with the procedures used by the IPA to determine whether the RRB will be 

exceeded in a year and whether curtailment of REC purchases under the LTPPAs is necessary. 

 Specifically, the Renewables Suppliers propose that the IPA Plan should be revised to 

state, and the Commission should direct in its order, that only REC purchases under the LTPPAs, 

and not the energy portion of the LTPPAs, should be curtailed for the 2014-2015 procurement 

                                                 
8 The subsequent text provides for updating the forward energy price values in a year in which the 
expected annual contract spend is lower than the total contract quantities times the forward price curve 
value for the year, but not where the opposite condition prevails. 
9 The Renewables Suppliers’ concerns with this procedure relate to the fact that, as noted in §II above, 
neither the confidential 2010 forward energy price curve nor the imputed REC prices calculated using the 
2010 forward energy price curve is a part of the LTPPAs, nor were these values known to the Renewables 
Suppliers at the time they entered into the LTPPAs.  The bidders were required to bid, and the LTPPAs 
specify, only a single, bundled price (the “Contract Price” referred to in the above quotation from 
Appendix K) for bundled renewable energy resources comprised of energy generated from a renewable 
resource and the associated RECs.  The LTPPAs also specify a settlement process for the energy portion 
of the contracts under which the Renewables Suppliers are paid, for their energy generated in each hour, 
the difference between the bundled price specified in the LTPPA (the Contract Price) and the day-ahead 
hourly LMP as determined by the applicable Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”).   
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year.10  Correspondingly, the Commission should order that the energy component of the 

LTPPAs associated with the curtailed RECs should not be curtailed, but rather should be settled 

by the electric utilities based on the energy price from the 2010 forward energy price curve less 

the day-ahead hourly LMP for each hour.   

 This proposal flows directly from, and is the logical consequence of, the procedure the 

IPA uses to determine the imputed price of RECs under the LTPPAs and to determine if the 

RRB will be exceeded and a curtailment of REC purchases is needed.  Because the IPA’s (and, 

ultimately, the Commission’s) determination of whether the RRB will be exceeded is based 

solely on the REC purchase portion of the LTPPAs, using the imputed REC prices derived from 

the 2010 forward energy price curve, there is no basis for curtailing the energy portion of the 

LTPPAs.  The energy component of the LTPPA, and the price of the energy component, does 

not in any way enter into the RRB/curtailment determination.  Thus, the energy component of 

the LTPPAs should not be curtailed.  Further, the electric utilities should be required to settle the 

energy portion of the LTPPAs associated with the curtailed RECs, on a monthly basis, based on 

the difference between the 2014-2015 energy price from the 2010 forward energy price curve 

(i.e., the same energy price used to determine the imputed REC prices and the need for and 

extent of a curtailment) and the day-ahead hourly LMPs.11  This energy settlement procedure 

would be consistent with the settlement process under the LTPPAs, under which (absent a 

curtailment) the electric utility pays the LTPPA counterparty, on a monthly basis, an amount 

equal to the Contract Price less the day-ahead hourly LMP for all energy generated by the 

counterparty’s renewable generation facility in each hour (up to the contract maximum 

                                                 
10 This is contingent, of course, on the IPA and the Commission determining that the RRB will be 
exceeded for ComEd or Ameren and hence that a curtailment of REC purchases is necessary.   
11 As stated in the above-quoted excerpt from Appendix K to the 2010 Procurement Plan, “For purposes 
of determining the maximum expenditure allowed under the RPS bill-impact cap, the forward price curve 
values will be fixed over the life of the contracts and cannot be subsequently changed or updated.”  The 
forward price curve values should also remain fixed for purposes of determining settlement of the energy 
associated with curtailed RECs, or else this procedure is a “heads you win, tails I lose” proposition for the 
Renewables Suppliers and the other suppliers with LTPPAs.   
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quantity).12 

 Further, the energy portion of the LTPPAs has provided the electric utilities with an 

energy price hedge based on the 2010 forward energy price curve, and the electric utilities should 

be allowed to recover the cost of the hedge for the entire contract quantity of energy in each 

LTPPA, including the energy associated with the curtailed RECs, through their tariffs.  As 

described above, the settlement process specified in the LTPPAs provides that the electric utility 

pays the Renewable Supplier, for each month, the Contract Price less the day-ahead hourly LMP 

for each hour for the energy generated in the month.  Mathematically, this means that the electric 

utility is paying for (i) RECs at the imputed REC price as determined using the 2010 forward 

energy price curve and (ii) the energy hedge cost, i.e., the difference between the energy price 

from the 2010 forward energy price curve and the actual day-ahead hourly LMP (that is, the 

difference between the market price of energy as projected in 2010 and the current market price 

of energy).  Both components of these payments are recoverable costs for the utilities as costs 

incurred to comply with an approved procurement plan.  220 ILCS 16-111.5(l).  Under the 

Renewables Suppliers’ proposal, the recoverable hedging cost for the contracted energy 

associated with curtailed RECs is the 2014-2015 energy price from the 2010 forward energy 

price curve, less the day-ahead hourly LMPs. 

 Under the Renewables Suppliers’ proposal, the electric utilities (to the extent of their 

accumulated hourly ACP funds) and the IPA (using the RERF) would continue to purchase 

curtailed RECs at the imputed REC prices derived from the 2010 forward energy price curve 

(i.e., the same imputed REC prices used to make the RRB/curtailment determination), just as 

ComEd and the IPA are doing for the current procurement year and as the IPA Plan proposes 

                                                 
12 Under the LTPPAs, the Renewables Suppliers are only entitled to be paid the settlement amount for 
energy actually generated by their specified generation facilities and delivered to the transmission grid.  
Per the terms of the LTPPAs, the Renewables Suppliers are not paid by the electric utilities unless, and 
then only to the extent that, the Renewables Suppliers generate electricity from their specified renewable 
resource generation facilities. 
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that they continue to do for the 2014-2015 procurement year. 

 The Renewables Suppliers’ proposal is consistent with the provision of the LTPPAs 

relating to curtailments to meet the RPS rate impact limits.  The LTPPAs allow the electric 

utilities to curtail purchases under the LTPPAs due to the operation of the RPS rate impact limits 

if so required by law, statute, or an order, rule or decision of the Commission.  The LTPPAs 

further specify that “unless otherwise directed by the Illinois Commerce Commission or statute,” 

the electric utility will reduce the quantity of RECs and the associated energy purchased under 

each LTPPA on a proportionate basis to the levels of purchases which are recoverable under the 

RPS rate impact limits.  Thus, the Commission, in implementing curtailments under the LTPPAs 

in accordance with the Renewables Suppliers’ proposal, can “otherwise order” that only the REC 

purchases under the LTPPAs need to be reduced in order to stay within the RPS rate impact 

limits (i.e., for the RRB to not be exceeded), and the electric utilities can curtail their REC 

purchases under the LTPPAs by the percentage determined by the IPA and the Commission.   

 Mechanically, the monthly contract settlements for the LTPPAs under the Renewables 

Suppliers’ proposal would be straightforward.  The electric utility would pay the supplier for the 

amount of energy generated in each hour of the month (up to the original, full contract quantity) 

at the bundled contract price less the day-ahead hourly LMP (as provided for in the LTPPAs), 

but would deduct from the payments the product of the imputed REC price times the number of 

curtailed RECs for the period (determined using the curtailment percentage).13    

 The Renewables Suppliers’ approach would result in the following outcomes:  
 

▪ As required by §1-75(c)(2) of the IPA Act, the RPS rate impact limits are not 
exceeded; 

 
▪ REC purchases under the LTPPAs are curtailed to the extent necessary to prevent the 

RPS rate impact limits from being exceeded; 
 

                                                 
13 This is an example of how the monthly settlements could be handled.  The Renewables Suppliers are 
open to considering other approaches to the settlements mechanics under our proposal. 
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▪ The Renewables Suppliers are kept whole for the energy portions of their LTPPAs, 
including the energy associated with curtailed RECs, which is not considered in the 
RRB/curtailment determinations;  

 
▪ The Renewables Suppliers are paid for, and the electric utilities are also kept whole 

by recovering through their tariffs, the cost of the energy hedges embodied in the 
LTPPAs; and  

 
▪ Curtailed RECs are purchased by the electric utilities (using hourly ACP funds) and 

the IPA (using the RERF) at the same imputed REC prices used by the IPA to 
evaluate the LTPPA bid prices in the December 2010 procurement event and to 
determine the extent to which REC purchases must be curtailed to prevent the RPS 
rate impact limits from being exceeded. 

 
 A corollary benefit of the Renewables Suppliers’ proposal is that, because the energy 

portions of the LTPPAs are not curtailed under this proposal, the energy associated with the 

curtailed RECs can (and should) be taken into account in determining whether and to what extent 

it is necessary to conduct additional energy procurements for the electric utilities to have 

sufficient contracted energy to serve the projected loads of the ERCs for the 2014-2015 

procurement year.  The LTPPAs are bundled contracts for the provision of energy from 

renewable energy resources and the associated RECs.  This is true even though the LTPPAs are 

financially settled based on the difference between the bundled Contract Prices and the day-

ahead hourly LMPs, without the energy generated by the Renewables Suppliers’ facilities 

necessarily being delivered to the utilities.  Although the LTPPAs are financially settled, the IPA 

Plan includes the contracted energy quantities under the LTPPA in the electric utilities’ total 

contracted supplies for the 2014-2015 Procurement Year.14  As discussed above, the energy 

components of the LTPPAs do not need to be curtailed in order to prevent the RRB and the 

statutory RPS rate impact limits from being exceeded.  It makes no sense to treat the energy 

                                                 
14 See the discussion in the IPA Plan at 43-47 and the associated Figures, where the electricity from 
renewable energy resources contracted under the LTPPAs, prior to any curtailments, is included in the 
electric utilities’ supply portfolios for the 2014-2015 procurement year.  The electric utility may elect to 
financially settle with the Renewable Suppliers for purposes of the LTPPAs and not take physical 
delivery of energy from the Renewables Suppliers facilities, and instead to acquire physical electricity 
from other sources in real time.  However, the contracted bundled renewable energy resources under the 
LTPPAs are still part of the electric utilities’ overall contracted energy supplies. 
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portion of the LTPPAs associated with the curtailed RECs as being curtailed, and then to procure 

additional energy from other sources (in part to replace the curtailed energy under the LTPPAs) 

in order to meet the electric utilities’ total ERC supply needs.15 

B. As a Second-Best Alternative, the Utilities and the IPA Should Purchase 
Curtailed RECs at a Price Equal to the Contract Price Under the LTPPA 
Less the Day-Ahead Hourly LMPs 

 Section III.A above describes the Renewables Suppliers’ proposed approach for 

addressing curtailments under the LTPPAs if it is determined that the RRB will be exceeded for 

either electric utility.  However, if (contrary to our proposal), the Commission were to determine 

that both REC purchases and the associated energy under the LTPPAs must be curtailed, then the 

electric utilities (using hourly ACP funds) and the IPA (using the RERF) should purchase 

curtailed RECs at a price equal to the bundled Contract Price less the day-ahead hourly LMPs.  

The resulting amount is the imputed value of the REC portion of the LTPPA under the terms of 

the contracts, with the day-ahead hourly LMPs comprising the energy value of the contract.    

Use of the bundled Contract Prices for energy plus associated RECs specified in the LTPPAs – 

which were the “winning bid prices” (§1-56(d) of the IPA Act16) in the December 2010 

procurement event for bundled renewable energy resources – less the hourly LMPs, to determine 

the prices at which the IPA will purchase curtailed RECs, would appropriately base the IPA’s 

purchase of curtailed RECs on “the winning bid prices paid for like resources procured for 

electric utilities required to comply with Section 1-75 of this Act” as specified in §1-56(d). 

 Based on the procurement process set forth in Appendix K to the IPA’s 2010 

Procurement Plan and approved by the ICC at pages 115-120 of its December 28, 2009 final 

Order in Docket 09-0373, the “bid prices” of the LTPPAs for bundled renewable energy 

resources were required to be submitted on a bundled, single-price basis for both the electricity 

                                                 
15 The IPA Plan contemplates two new procurement events for the 2014-2015 procurement year, one in 
April 2014 and one in September 2014.  IPA Plan at 14, item 3. 
16 20 ILCS 3855/1-56(d). 
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from the renewable generating resource and the associated RECs.  Appendix K specified that 

“the contract terms will be standardized and winning bids will be selected on the basis of price 

alone.”  App. K at 2.  Bidders were required to submit bids for the LTPPAs on the basis of a 

single, bundled price for energy from renewable resources and the associated RECs beginning 

with the 2012-13 procurement year.17  

 Further, the procurement process specified in Appendix K, and memorialized in the form 

LTPPAs developed by the IPA, which the bidders were required to accept without negotiation,18 

specified that deliveries under the LTPPAs will be financially settled on the basis of the Contract 

Price less the day-ahead hourly LMPs: 

 The delivery of energy will be accomplished through a fixed for floating 
financial swap.  The fixed price for the swap will be the full bundled contract 
price for the renewable PPA.  The floating price will be the Locational 
Marginal Price (“LMP”) at the utility’s load zone for each hour in the day-
ahead market of the applicable Regional Transmission Organization. . . . 
Seller will provide hourly-integrated generation meter data (from a revenue 
quality meter that satisfies RTO requirements) on a day after basis to the utilities 
and the IPA to enable them to perform the necessary calculations.  For all energy 
produced by the applicable percentage of the seller’s specified unit(s), the utilities 
will calculate the difference between the hourly LMP in the day-ahead market for 
their zone, and the Contract Price.  The price differences will be multiplied by 
the applicable percentage of the volume of energy produced by the specified 
unit(s) in each hour.  For every hour that the unit(s) produced energy, if the 
LMP in the day ahead market at the utility’s zone is less than the Contract 
Price, the utility will pay the seller the difference in these costs multiplied by 
the quantity of energy produced by the unit(s) multiplied by the bid 
percentage related to the output from the relevant generating unit.  For every 
hour that the unit(s) produced energy, if the LMP in the day-ahead market at their 
zone is higher than the Contract Price, the seller will pay the utility the difference 
in these costs multiplied by the quantity of energy produced by the unit(s) 
multiplied by the bid percentage related to the output from the relevant generating 
unit.  The net of the positive and negative payments will be settled on a monthly 
basis.  (App. K at 4; emphasis added.) 
 
Thus, the “winning bid prices” under the LTPPAs were the single, bundled Contract 

Price for energy and the associated RECs bid by each of the successful bidders.  From the 

                                                 
17 The bidding requirements as specified in Appendix K required that the bid prices be in the form of a 
base price for the 2012-13 Procurement Year with a fixed escalation rate of 2% per year.  App. K at 4. 
18 Section16-111.5(e)(2) of the PUA, 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(e)(2). 
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suppliers’ perspective, the price to be received for the RECs associated with the energy 

generated in each hour is the bundled Contract Price less the day-ahead hourly LMP (i.e., the 

market price of energy) for each hour. 

Accordingly, as a second best alternative to the Renewables Suppliers’ proposal set forth 

in §III.A above, the IPA Plan should be revised to specify that the utilities (using hourly ACP 

funds) and the IPA (using RERF monies) will purchase curtailed RECs under the LTPPAs at a 

price equal to the LTPPA Contract Price less the day-ahead hourly LMPS for the energy 

associated with the curtailed RECs.19  This approach is a second-best alternative to the approach 

described in §III.A because, unlike the preferred approach in §III.A, the alternative approach is 

not a direct and logical consequence of the method that has been established and used by the IPA 

to determine imputed REC prices under the LTPPAs and to determine if the RPS rate impact 

limits are exceeded.  However, the alternative approach is based directly on the pricing and 

settlement terms of the LTPPAs.  The alternative approach, like the approach described in §III.A, 

would enable the LTPPA suppliers to be kept whole under their contracts through the 

combination of settlements according to the contract terms for the non-curtailed portion of their 

contracts and purchases of curtailed RECs by the utilities and the IPA. 

Adoption of the alternative approach would require deletion of the following sentence at 

the end of the second paragraph of §8.3.1, “Use of Hourly ACPs Held by the Utilities,” on page 

105 of the IPA Plan: “As approved by the Commission in Docket No. 09-0373, the imputed REC 

price under the bundled contracts is equal to the difference between the Contract Price and the 

forward price curve for each respective load zone for a particular year, as developed by the 

Procurement Administrator in 2010.”  The deleted sentence would be replaced with: “The 

                                                 
19 The Renewables Suppliers accept that the Commission does not have authority to order the IPA to 
purchase curtailed RECs using the RERF or to set the price at which the IPA will purchase curtailed 
RECs, but the Renewables Suppliers hope that if the Commission determines that the utilities should 
purchase curtailed RECs, using hourly ACP funds, at the price determined as proposed in this alternative, 
then the IPA will use the same pricing approach for consistency. 
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imputed REC price for the purpose of the purchase of curtailed RECs is the difference between 

the Contract Price and the day-ahead hourly LMP for each load zone for each hour.” 

C. The Utility Load Forecasts Adopted by the IPA Plan Do Not Adequately 
Take into Account the Risk of Re-migration of Eligible Retail Customer 
Load from ARES to the Utilities; the Load Forecasts Adopted in the Plan 
Should Be Increased in Consideration of this Risk 

 The IPA Plan recommends that the electric utilities “base” or “expected” load forecasts 

for 2014-2015 be adopted for purposes of the 2014 Procurement Plan.  However, the values of 

the projected ERC load in the ComEd “expected” load forecast for the 2014-2015 procurement 

year are not the midpoint values between the values in the ComEd “high” and “low” load 

forecasts, but rather are closer to the forecast values in the “low” load forecast.  As can be seen 

from Tables II-14, II-15 and II-16 on pages 32-33 of Appendix C to the IPA Plan, the projected 

energy usage of ComEd ERCs for the 2014-2015 procurement year under ComEd’s high, 

base/expected, and low load forecasts is: 

 High forecast:   16,380,846 Mwh20 

 Base/expected forecast: 11,131,421 Mwh21 

 Low forecast:     9,465,530 Mwh22 
 
The midpoint energy usage value between the high load forecast and the low load forecast is 

12,923,188 Mwh, which is 1,791,767 Mwh (16.1%) higher than ComEd’s “expected” load 

forecast for the 2014-2015 Procurement Year.    

 Similarly, for Ameren, the values of the projected ERC load in the Ameren base/expected 

load forecast for the 2014-2015 procurement year, included in Appendices B and D to the IPA 

Plan, are not the midpoint between the forecast values in the Ameren “high” and “low” load 

                                                 
20 8,396,945 Mwh On-Peak + 7,983,901 Mwh Off-Peak. 
21 5,729,046 Mwh On-Peak + 5,402,375 Mwh Off-Peak. 
22 4,858,270 Mwh On-Peak + 4,607,260 Mwh Off-Peak. 
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forecasts, but rather are closer to the forecast values in the “low” load forecast:23 

 High forecast:   10,702,018 Mwh 

 Base/expected forecast:   4,965,273 Mwh 

 Low forecast:     1,869,670 Mwh 
 
The midpoint energy usage value between the high load forecast and the low load forecast is 

6,285,844 Mwh, which is 1,320,571 Mwh (26.6%) higher than Ameren’s middle load forecast 

for the 2014-2015 procurement year.24   

 The IPA Plan makes it clear that customer switching is the major source of uncertainty in 

the utility load forecasts.  The discussion at pages 37-39 of the IPA Plan concerning supplier 

switching by ERCs due to municipal aggregation programs, wholesale pricing and market 

arrangements highlights that switching by ERCs is by far the major uncertainty factor associated 

with near-term load forecasts.  Other factors discussed at pages 36 and 39-40 of the IPA Plan, 

including the impacts of weather, energy efficiency programs, demand response programs, and 

emerging technologies (such as advanced metering infrastructure and electric vehicles), do not 

appear to be significant drivers of load forecast uncertainty for the 2014-2015 procurement year.   

 More importantly, the IPA’s analysis is that “At this point the uncertainty around 

municipal aggregation and switching may be more related to the chance that utility load will 

increase from return to service or opt out [from participation in municipal aggregation 

programs].”  IPA Plan at 37 (emphasis added).  The IPA Plan states that: 

As shown in Figure 3-20 over half the current supply contracts for municipal 
aggregation will expire in the 2014-2015 procurement year.  It is a possibility that 
many of the renewal offers made by the suppliers to municipal aggregations may 

                                                 
23 This analysis is based on the monthly values of “Net MWh” for June 2014 through May 2015 in the 
Bundled Service Load Forecast – Expected Case with Incremental Energy Efficiency and the monthly 
values of “Net MWh” in the High Case and Low Case shown on Tables D-5, D-7 and D-8 in Appendix D 
to the IPA Plan. 
24 The IPA Plan states at page 41 that the Ameren low and high load forecasts are on average 63% lower 
and 117% higher during the 2014-2015 Delivery Year relative to the expected, base forecast.  The 
specific calculations supporting these percentages are not shown.  Based on the numbers shown above 
taken from Ameren’s detailed load forecast data in Appendix D, Ameren’s high load forecast is 215% 
higher than its base, expected load forecast for the 2014-2015 procurement year. 
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be out of the money relative to utility bundled supply prices, so there may be a 
considerable amount of return to utility service.”  (Id.) 
 

Not only is there a risk that ARES renewal offers for municipal aggregation contracts may be 

“out of the money,” but “some multi-year municipal aggregation contracts may have early 

termination clauses if the supplier cannot match or beat the utility-offered supply price.” Id. at 

37.  The IPA Plan observes that, for a number of reasons, in an environment of falling electricity 

prices, ERCs may be motivated to switch from utility supply to ARES supply, while in an 

environment of rising electricity prices, ERCs may be motivated to switch from ARES supply to 

utility supply.  Id. at 38-39.  Specifically with respect to Ameren, the IPA Plan states that: 

[A] large portion of the initial set of municipal aggregation contracts will be 
expiring in mid-2014.  The price for utility energy supply lags the market price of 
energy, because the IPA’s portfolios are laddered (bought over a period of several 
years).  As the market price fell, the utility price lagged and was above market; 
but if the market price of energy rises, new aggregation contracts could appear 
more expensive than utility supply.  Rising market prices could motivate a 
significant return to utility service beginning with the 2014-2015 procurement 
year.  (Id. at 27; emphasis added.) 
 

Similarly, at page 91 the IPA Plan states that “Given the high current levels of municipal 

aggregation, it seems more likely that there will be a ‘rebound’ effect reversing switching in 

coming years.” 

 With a large number of existing municipal aggregation supply contracts with ARES 

expiring in June 2014 and beyond, until that time there will not be clarity on the expected 

numbers or usage of ERCs to be served by the electric utilities during the 2014-2015 

procurement year.25  Recognizing this, the IPA Plan states: 

The accelerated switching of load to competitive supply associated with 
governmental aggregation (which led to no procurement in 2013) is unlikely to 
continue at the same accelerated pace as has been seen since roughly 2011.  
Market saturation coupled with decreased headroom for competitive suppliers 
will drive any slowing or reversal of municipal aggregation gains.  Most, though 

                                                 
25 By Spring 2014, when the electric utilities are required to file load forecast updates, it is expected that a 
number of municipal aggregation programs that previously contracted with ARES will have arrived at and 
announced their next contracts and pricing, which will provide additional information bearing on potential 
customer switching trends going forward. 
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not all, of the large blocks of load that could switch have now done so and any 
likely additional load will come from ongoing retail marketing.  The available 
headroom has diminished as a consequence of the utilities’ current supply 
portfolio’s lower price relative to market; it is now significantly closer to market 
price.  As a consequence of these factors, the supply strategy presented in this 
plan takes the cautious view that expiring municipal aggregation contracts provide 
switching risk that the IPA must account for when considering what procurements 
to propose for eligible retail customers.  (IPA Plan at 11; emphasis added.)  
  

 Despite the IPA’s analysis as highlighted above, the IPA Plan recommends adoption of a 

ComEd base or expected load forecast that reflects a projection by ComEd that the share of the 

ERC load it will supply will decrease from 34.4% in June 2013 to 28.1% in June 2014 and 

further to 25.1% in June 2015.  Appendix C at 12 (Table II-4).  Similarly, the IPA Plan 

recommends adoption of an Ameren base load forecast which projects that the share of 

residential load in Ameren territory supplied by ARES will increase from approximately 55% as 

of June 1, 2013 (Appendix B at 8) to approximately 68% in June, 2014 and approximately 70% 

by April 2015.26  Despite the IPA’s recognition that the greatest source of uncertainty in the 

utility load forecasts is the extent of customer switching, and in particular the risk of significant 

re-migration of ERC load back to the utilities, it is not apparent from the discussion in the IPA 

Plan why assumptions about customer switching in 2014-2015 should result in the forecast 

values in the utilities’ “expected” load forecasts (which the IPA recommends be adopted) being 

closer to the low load forecast values, rather than midpoint values between the “high” and “low” 

forecast values. 

 The Renewables Suppliers submit that the discussion in the IPA Plan does not support the 

additional amounts of ERC switching from the electric utilities to ARES reflected in the utilities’ 

“expected” load forecasts for the 2014-2015 procurement year, nor the adoption for purposes of 

the IPA Plan of forecasts that incorporate these customer switching assumptions.  The IPA and 

the Commission need to place greater emphasis than is reflected in the “expected” load forecasts 

                                                 
26 The 68% and 70% figures were derived from Figure 3-5, “Utility Load Retention in Ameren Forecasts” 
on page 28 of the IPA Draft Plan. 
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on the risk of significant re-migration by ERCs from ARES to the electric utilities during the 

2014-2015 procurement year.  Given the extent of migration to ARES due to municipal 

aggregation programs that have been adopted over the last two years, the state of these programs, 

the lack of significant additional municipal aggregation referenda, the expiration of municipal 

aggregation contracts with ARES and the expiration of higher-priced legacy utility supply 

contracts, and potential price trends and customer reactions to them, as described above and in 

the IPA Plan, there is a much greater risk that a significant segment of ERCs will return to the 

utilities from the ARES, than there is that significantly more ERCs will switch from the utilities 

to the ARES.  The IPA Plan’s proposed adoption of the utilities “expected” load forecasts fails to 

comprehend this risk.  If there were to be significant re-migration of ERCs to the electric 

utilities, the contracted supplies could be inadequate, resulting in a need for the utilities to 

acquire additional supply during 2014-2015 in spot markets or though other shorter-term and 

higher-priced arrangements.  This outcome would be detrimental to ratepayers.  The IPA Plan 

recognizes this possibility: 

Although it is not yet clear how governments running municipal aggregation 
programs and individual customers who may opt out or leave a program may act, 
it is likely that customers would return to utility service in a period of rising 
prices.  The Agency and the utilities would have to arrange for additional supply 
to cover the returning load, at a price higher than was paid for the originally 
forecasted load and higher than would be built into utility tariffs.  Therefore, load 
whose return is correlated with high prices (and whose departure is correlated 
with low prices) represents not only load uncertainty but also an absolute price 
risk.  (IPA Plan at 38-39 (footnote omitted); emphasis added.) 
 

 The Renewables Suppliers do not have access to the detailed mathematical models and 

calculations used by the electric utilities in order to “redo” the utility forecasts.  However, one 

way for the Commission to better address the significant risk of re-migration of ERC load to the 

utilities is to direct that the IPA Plan adopt load forecast values for the 2014-2015 procurement 

year that are at the midpoint values between the electric utilities’ high and low load forecasts.  

Adoption of load forecast values, for purposes of the IPA Plan, that are midpoint values between 
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the utilities’ high and low load forecasts would more appropriately recognize that the most 

significant risk associated with the 2014-2015 procurement year is the risk of substantial re-

migration of ERC load to the electric utilities. 

D. The Commission Should Direct that the Utilities’ Spring 2014 Load Forecast 
Updates be Filed in this Docket, Provide for a Brief Comment Period on the 
Spring 2014 Load Forecast Updates, and Adopt, Adjust or Reject the Spring 
2014 Load Forecast Updates in a Supplemental Order in this Docket 

 
 The IPA Plan contemplates that the electric utilities will submit load forecast updates in 

Spring 2014 and that these load forecast updates, if accepted by consensus of the IPA, 

Commission Staff, the Procurement Administrator(s) and the Procurement Monitor, will be the 

final load forecast values used to determine the electric utilities’ supply requirements for the 

2014-2015 procurement year, whether the RRB will be exceeded, and whether and to what 

extent curtailments of REC purchases under the LTPPAs will be required.  IPA Plan at 14 and 

104.  The Spring 2014 load forecast values (if accepted) will determine whether and to what 

extent (if any) the RRBs for the electric utilities will be exceeded and, if so, the extent of the 

curtailment of REC purchases under the LTPPAs.  Therefore, the Spring 2014 load forecast 

updates are extremely important to the Renewables Suppliers and may lead to serious adverse 

financial impacts for them.  Given the importance of the Spring 2014 load forecasts, interested 

parties should be afforded a brief period to review and submit comments on the updated load 

forecasts before they are adopted (or adopted with adjustments).  For the Commission to subject 

the Renewables Suppliers and the other holders of LTPPAs to curtailments of deliveries and to 

reduced payments under their contracts based on load forecasts on which the suppliers are given 

no opportunity to comment would be extremely problematic.  Further, the updated load forecasts 

should be approved or adopted by a supplemental order of the Commission in this docket, not 

through discussions among the utilities, the IPA and Commission Staff.   

 Accordingly, the Commission, in its order in this docket, should provide that: (1) the 

utilities should file their Spring 2014 load forecast updates with the Commission in this docket; 
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there should be a brief period (7 to 14 days) after the Spring 2014 load forecasts are filed during 

which interested parties can submit comments on the updated load forecasts; and (3) the 

Commission should then issue a supplemental order in this docket either adopting the updated 

load forecasts, adopting the updated load forecasts with adjustments, or rejecting the updated 

load forecasts and directing that the load forecasts adopted in the Commission’s December 2013 

order in this docket be used for purposes of the 2014 Procurement Plan, including the final 

determinations of whether the RPS rate impact limits are exceeded and curtailments of REC 

purchases under the LTPPAs are needed for either electric utility. 

E. Modifications to the “Action Plan” in the IPA Plan Based on These 
Objections 

 
 Based on the Renewables Suppliers’ Objections to the IPA Plan, the Action Plan set forth 

on page 14 of the IPA Plan should be revised as follows: 

1. Item 1 should be revised to state: “Approve base case load forecasts for ComEd and 
Ameren that represent midpoint electricity usage values between each electric 
utility’s “high” and “low” load forecasts as submitted in July 2013.” 

 
2. Item 2 should be revised to state:  “Require the utilities to file updated March 2014 

load forecasts with the Commission in the approval docket, specify that interested 
parties shall have 14 days thereafter to file comments on the updated load forecasts in 
the approval docket, and that the Commission will thereafter issue a supplemental 
order in the approval docket adopting the updated load forecasts, adopting the 
updated load forecasts with adjustments, or rejecting the updated load forecasts and 
directing that the load forecasts approved pursuant to item 1 shall be used for 
purposes of the 2014 Procurement Plan and the 2013-2014 procurement year.”27 

 
3. Item 6 should be revised to state:  “Approve pro rata curtailments of only REC 

purchases (and not energy) under ComEd’s and Ameren’s Long-Term Power 
Purchase Agreements for bundled renewable energy resources, to the extent shown to 
be necessary, based on the base load forecast of each utility (subject to the updated 
Spring 2014 load forecasts if adopted by the Commission), so that the utility’s 
Renewable Resources Budget is not exceeded.” 

 

                                                 
27 In order to provide adequate time between the Commission’s approval of final load forecast values for 
the 2014-2015 Procurement Year and the date(s) by which actions must be taken based on the final load 
forecast values in accordance with the approved Procurement Plan, it may be appropriate for the 
Commission to specify a particular date in early March or even late February 2014 by which the Spring 
2014 load forecast updates should be filed, to allow adequate time after the filing for the submission of 
comments and issuance of a supplemental order by the Commission concerning the load forecasts. 
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4. Add a new item (referred to here as 6A to indicate its placement in the Action Plan in 
the IPA Plan) to state: “Confirm that the electric utilities should settle the energy 
associated with curtailed RECs under the LTPPAs at an amount equal to the 2014-
2015 energy price in the 2010 forward energy price curve less the day-ahead hourly 
LMP as determined by the applicable RTO for each hour in which such energy is 
delivered, and that the electric utilities are entitled to recover such settlement 
payments, which represent an energy hedge cost, through their tariffs.” 

 
5. If the IPA elects to adopt the Renewables Suppliers’ proposed alternative approach to 

determining the prices to be paid for curtailed RECs (described in §III.B above), then 
item 7 should be revised to state:  “Approve the use of hourly ACP funds to buy 
curtailed RECs, at prices equal to the bundled Contract Prices in the long-term power 
purchase agreements less the day-ahead hourly LMPs as determined by the applicable 
RTO for the hours in which the associated energy is generated.”28 

 
 In addition, the first sentence of §3.5.1 of the IPA Plan should be revised to state: “The 

IPA recommends adoption of base case load forecasts for ComEd and Ameren, including 

incremental energy efficiency programs, that represent midpoint electricity usage values between 

each electric utility’s “high” and “low” load forecasts.”  The tables, charts and other calculations 

in the IPA Plan showing the electric utilities’ supply requirements, the RRB for each utility, the 

difference between the RRB and the contracted REC purchases under the LTPPAs for each 

utility, and the required curtailment percentage for REC purchases by each utility under its 

LTPPAs, should be revised to reflect such midpoint base case load forecast values. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 The Renewables Suppliers respectfully request that the Commission adopt the 

Renewables Suppliers’ Objections to the IPA Plan as set forth herein, and that the Commission 

issue an order in this docket making determinations and issuing directives, including revisions to 

the IPA Plan, in accordance with these Objections. 

 

 

                                                 
28 In addition, if this alternative approach is adopted, then as discussed in §III.B above, the last sentence 
in the second full paragraph on page 105 of the IPA Plan should be deleted and replaced with: “The 
imputed REC price for the purpose of the purchase of curtailed RECs is the difference between the 
Contract Price and the day-ahead hourly LMP for each load zone for each hour.” 
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